Detection & Response
Managed Service
for SME

Plug & Play

Response

Hunting

Our packaged agent
agents can collect all
data sources (from
users, to applications &
also local / Cloud
servers).

Our teams provide
real-time response
against threats and
incident support for
the operating teams
until the incident
closure.

Our teams are
implementing a
proactive approach
in order to anticipate threats and
reduce attack
vectors.

Threat Intelligence
Cyber Threat Platform is
monitoring darkweb to
grant insights that will
improve threats targeting.

Machine Learning &
Artificial Intelligence
Our solution allows weak
signals detection by using
data science algorithms.

Competitive & Flexible
Pay-as-you-go invoicing
model without long term
commitment or complex
license.

Cybersecurity and new technologies expertise
Standard security is not sufficient to
stop advanced attacks that are
increasing. Correlation, AI support,
leveraging Cloud technologies elasticity and flexibility are needed.

With DxDR, Dataxium enhance
cybersecurity by using new technologies.

New technologies are implemented
very quickly, without complying with
security standard and rules.

Dataxium helps you to implement
security within new technologies
core.

Flexibility and customization
Pay-As-You-Go invoicing model (pay per usage) or yearly subscription
I have very strong security requirement

I am looking to anticipate threats

I need a basic monitoring

Machine Learning &
Intelligent analysis

24/7

Log management
& Correlation

Detection

Threat
Intelligence
Platform

Incident support

Basic reporting

Hunting,
Investigation &
Response

Custom Reporting
& Custom Use
Case

Dedicated
Engineering

Innovative
SIEM & EDR are using latest
technology progress enabling a
scalable solution, that can integrate
by design many use cases (from the
infrastructure to the application),
detect weak signals (support by a
Threat Intelligence Platform).

Proactive
Cybersecurity analysts will provide
threat context in order to anticipate
attacks.

Machine Learning

Responsiveness

SIEM is leveraging Artificial
Intelligence and Machine Learning
technologies in order to build
predictive models.

24/7 service will ensure real time
follow-up for each new alert.

Fine-tuning

French Speaking

Specific use cases and reporting
can be implemented.

Team based in France relying on
storage capacity located in France.

Flexible
Pay-as-you-go princing model or
yearly subscription making sure
to match each context.

Competitive
Managed solution enabling fixed
cost externalisation and economic
efficiency.

